Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals 2019-10-01 among the most important sources for understanding the cultures and systems of thought of ancient mesopotamia is a large body of magical and medical texts written in the sumerian and akkadian languages an especially significant branch of this literature centers upon witchcraft mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals and incantations attribute ill health and misfortune to the magic machinations of witches and prescribe ceremonies devices and treatments for dispelling witchcraft destroying the witch and protecting and curing the patient the corpus of mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals aims to present a reconstruction of this body of texts it provides critical editions of the relevant rituals and prescriptions based on the study of the cuneiform tablets and fragments recovered from the libraries of ancient mesopotamia

the anatomy of head and neck and deals with essential aspects of brain following recent trends of anatomy education. The book in addition to basic information provides knowledge on anatomical embryological histological basis of clinical conditions through its features clinical correlation and clinical case study written in simple and easy to understand language. This profusely illustrated book provides the knowledge of anatomy without extraneous details. The specific learning objectives have been given in the beginning of each chapter to facilitate self-learning by the students. Ideal for UG medical and dental students, PG entrance examinations, USMLE, PLAB, etc. The book contains thorough revision of all the chapters, detailed exposition on oral cavity and cranial nerves, clinical correlations integrated in the text, highlighting practical application of anatomical facts. The new edition includes new chapter on surface anatomy, addition of many new line diagrams, CT and MRI images, tables, flowcharts to facilitate greater retention of knowledge. Additional feature complimentary access to full e-book. Core competencies prescribed by the MCI are covered and competency codes are included in the text.

The Babylonian World 2009-06-02: The Babylonian world presents an extensive up-to-date and lavishly illustrated history of the ancient state Babylonia and its holy city Babylon historized by the New Testament as a centre of decadence and corruption. Babylon and its surrounding region was in fact a rich and complex civilization responsible for the invention of the dictionary and laying the foundations of modern science. This book explores all key aspects of the development of this ancient culture including its ecology, its famously productive agriculture, its political and economic standing, its religious practices, and the achievements of its intelligentsia. Comprehensive and accessible, this book will be an indispensable resource for anyone studying the period.

The Deuteronomistic History and the Name Theology 2014-05-14: This monograph is a comparative socio-linguistic reassessment of the Deuteronomic idiom leshakken shemo sham and its synonymous biblical reflexes in the Deuteronomistic History lashum shemo sham and lihyot shemo sham. These particular formulae have long been understood as evidence of the name theology. The evolution in Israelite religion toward a more abstracted mode of divine presence in the temple utilizing epigraphic material gathered from Mesopotamian and Levantine contexts. This study demonstrates that leshakken shemo sham and lashum shemo sham are loan adaptations of Akkadian shuma shakanu, an idiom common to the royal monumental tradition of Mesopotamia. The resulting reinterpretation of the biblical idiom profoundly impacts the classic formulation of the name theology.

Let Us Go Up to Zion 2012-04-23: This volume honours Professor H G M Williamson, Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford University through a collection of essays by colleagues and former students from across the globe. The various contributions intersect with the previous work of Professor Williamson related to the Old Testament, Hebrew Bible and Hebrew language and texts.

リマの日系人 1997: The issue of capital city relocation is a topic of debate for more than forty countries across the world.
in this first book to discuss the issue vadim rossman offers an in depth analysis of the subject highlighting the
global trends and the key factors that motivate different countries to consider such projects analyzing the outcomes
and drawing lessons from recent capital city transfers worldwide for governments and policy makers capital cities
studies the approaches and the methodologies that inform such decisions and debates special attention is given to the
study of the universal patterns of relocation and patterns specific to particular continents and mega regions and
particular political regimes the study emphasizes the role of capital city transfers in the context of nation and
state building and offers a new framework for thinking about capital cities identifying six strategies that drive
these decisions representing the economic political geographic cultural and security considerations confronting the
popular hyper critical attitudes towards new designed capital cities vadim rossman shows the complex motives that
underlie the proposals and the important role that new capitals might play in conflict resolution in the context of
ethnic religious and regional rivalries and federalist transformations of the state and is seeking to identify the
success and failure factors and more efficient implementation strategies drawing upon the insights from spatial
economics comparative federalist studies urban planning and architectural criticism the book also traces the
evolution of the concept of the capital city showing that the design iconography and the location of the capital city
play a critical role in the success and the viability of the state

Annual Report of the Dante Society, with Accompanying Papers 1897 despite a half century of attempts by social
scientists to compare frontiers around the world the study of these regions is still closely associated with the
nineteenth century american west and the work of frederick jackson turner as a result the very concept of the
frontier is bound up in victorian notions of manifest destiny and rugged individualism the frontier it would seem has
been tamed this book seeks to open a new debate about the processes of frontier history in a variety of cultural
contexts untaming the frontier as an analytic concept and releasing it in a range of unfamiliar settings drawing on
examples from over four millennia it shows that throughout history societies have been formed and transformed in
relation to their frontiers and that no one historical case represents the normal or typical frontier pattern the
contributors historians anthropologists and archaeologists present numerous examples of the frontier as a shifting
zone of innovation and recombination through which cultural materials from many sources have been unpredictably
channeled and transformed at the same time they reveal recurring processes of frontier history that enable world
historical comparison the emergence of the frontier in relation to a core area the mutually structuring interactions
between frontier and core and the development of social exchange merger or conflict between previously separate
populations brought together on the frontier any frontier situation has many dimensions and each of the chapters
highlights one or more of these from the physical and ideological aspects of egypt s nubian frontier to the military
and cultural components of inka outposts in bolivia to the shifting agrarian religious and political boundaries in
bengal they explore cases in which the centripetal forces at work in frontier zones have resulted in cultural
hybridization or creolization and in some instances show how satellite settlements on the frontiers of core polities
themselves develop into new core polities each of the chapters suggests that frontiers are shaped in critical ways by
topography climate vegetation and the availability of water and other strategic resources and most also consider
cases of population shifts within or through a frontier zone as these studies reveal transnationalism in today s
world can best be understood as an extension of frontier processes that have developed over thousands of years this
book's interdisciplinary perspective challenges readers to look beyond their own fields of interest to reconsider the true nature and meaning of frontiers.

Capital Cities: Varieties and Patterns of Development and Relocation 2018-03-12 israel ancient kingdom or late invention is a collection of essays responding to the radical claims that israel and its history actually began following the babylonian exile and that the history of israel we read about in the bible is a fictionalized account. Contributors are leading bible and archaeology scholars who bring extra biblical evidence to bear for the historicity of the old testament and provide case studies of new work being done in the field of archaeology and old testament studies.

Untaming the Frontier in Anthropology, Archaeology, and History 2023-01-24 this meticulous study of joshua 9 1 13 7 and archaeology offers a new historical picture of the late bronze iron age transition in the southern levant and defines the ideology and antiquarian intent of the israelite historiographers reworking this episode.

Israel 2008-10-01 collecting champions 2016 16 18 and l mu following the staggering loss suffered in their adventure with the avengers the champions decide to double down on their mission to make the world a better place and that means it's time for a membership drive some of the best and brightest young superhumans in the marvel universe including red locust turn up to be champions for a day but who will make the grade as the new order changeth and how long will they last when following a series of tragic setbacks and shakeups the disillusioned champions begin to consider giving up the fight after all plus as monsters are unleashed on earth a peaceful protest in an endangered habitat leads the team into a showdown with the freelancers not to mention giant leviathons falling from the sky.

From Conquest to Coexistence 2011-01-11 ryan e gregg relates how the holy roman emperor charles v and duke cosimo i of tuscany both employed city view artists such as anton van den wyngaerde and giovanni stradano to aid in constructing authority.

Champions Vol. 3 2018-08-08 offering a comparison between the earliest parts of the book of isaiah and the assyrian prophecies this book maintains that ancient israelite prophecy of which isaiah was an exponent was much in conformity with ancient near eastern prophecy in general.

City Views in the Habsburg and Medici Courts 2018-12-10 from the strictly regimented church bells to the freewheeling chatter of civic life renaissance florence was a city built not just of stone but of sound as well an evocative alternative to the dominant visual understanding of urban spaces the noisy renaissance examines the premodern city as an acoustic phenomenon in which citizens used sound to navigate space and society analyzing a range of documentary and literary evidence art and architectural historian niall atkinson creates an acoustic topography of florence the dissemination of official messages the rhythm of prayer and the murmur of rumor and gossip combined to form a soundscape that became a foundation in the creation and maintenance of the urban community just as much as the city's physical buildings sound in this space triggered a wide variety of social behaviors and spatial relations hierarchical personal communal political domestic sexual spiritual and religious by exploring these rarely studied soundscapes atkinson shows florence to be both an exceptional and an exemplary case study of urban conditions in the early modern period.

Isaiah Among The Ancient Near Eastern Prophets 2007 recognizing gendered metaphors as literary and ideological tools that biblical and assyrian authors used in describing warfare and its aftermath this study compares the gendered
literary complexes that authors on both sides of the israelite assyrian encounter developed to claim victory

The Noisy Renaissance 2016-09-16 dedicated to pavel avetisyan a leading modern armenian archaeologist with wide international recognition 36 contributions take the reader to the fascinating world of caucasian archaeology the volume demonstrates the essential role of the region in shaping the prehistoric cultural landscape of the ancient near east

The Gendered Language of Warfare in the Israelite-Assyrian Encounter 2018-07-17 reprint of the original first published in 1884

Systemizing the Past 2023-03-02 between harmony and discrimination explores the varying expressions of religious practices and the intertwined shifting interreligious relationships of the peoples of bali and lombok as religion has become a progressively more important identity marker in the 21st century the shared histories and practices of peoples of both similar and differing faiths are renegotiated reconfirmed or reconfigured this renegotiation inspired by hindu or islamic reform movements that encourage greater global identifications has created situations that are perceived locally to oscillate between harmony and discrimination depending on the relationships and the contexts in which they are acting religious belonging is increasingly important among the hindus and muslims of bali and lombok minorities christians chinese on both islands have also sought global partners contributors include brigitta hauser schäublin david d harnish i wayan ardika ni luh sitjiati beratha erni budiwanti i nyoman darma putra i nyoman dhana leo howe mary ida bagus lene pedersen martin slama meike rieger sophie strauss kari telle and dustin wiebe

Legal Medicine 2024-03-20 where theory and practice meet is a collection of nineteen papers in translation studies unlike many similar books published in recent decades which are mostly non translation oriented veering to issues with little or no relevance to translation this book focuses on the translation process on theory formulation with reference to actual translation on getting to grips with translation problems and on explaining translation in language which can be understood by the general reader perceptive and wide ranging the book covers language pairs that include chinese english french german italian spanish latin and classical greek and discusses among other things translations of dante s la divina comedia translations of shakespeare s hamlet goethe s prometheus as a case of untranslatability the challenge of translating garcilaso de la vega s primera Égloga into chinese john minford s translation of martial arts fiction and lin shu s translation of alexandre dumas s la dame aux camélias

Catalogue of the Library of the Late Richard Heber 1834 plants seldom figure in the grand narratives of war peace or even everyday life yet they are often at the center of high intrigue in the eighteenth century epic scientific voyages were sponsored by european imperial powers to explore the natural riches of the new world and uncover the botanical secrets of its people bioprospectors brought back medicines luxuries and staples for their king and country risking their lives to discover exotic plants these daredevil explorers joined with their sponsors to create a global culture of botany but some secrets were unearthed only to be lost again in this moving account of the abuses of indigenous caribbean people and african slaves schiebinger describes how slave women brewed the peacock flower into an abortifacient to ensure that they would bear no children into oppression yet impeded by trade winds of prevailing opinion knowledge of west indian abortifacients never flowed into europe a rich history of discovery and loss plants and empire explores the movement triumph and extinction of knowledge in the course of encounters between europeans and the caribbean populations
Auction catalogue, books of Richard Heber, 10 to 28 November 1834 1834 this book in minute detail presents a polyphony of voices perspectives and opinions from which emerges a diverse but coherent representation of the complex relationship between religion and war in the ancient near east greece and rome

Bibliotheca Heberiana ; Catalogue Of The Library Of The Late Richard Heber, Esq 1834 described by some as a necropolis for babies the province of quebec in the early twentieth century recorded infant mortality rates particularly among french speaking catholics that were among the highest in the western world this bleeding of the nation gave birth to a vast movement for child welfare that paved the way for a medicalization of childbearing in babies for the nation basing her analysis on extensive documentary research and more than fifty interviews with mothers denyse baillargeon sets out to understand how doctors were able to convince women to consult them and why mothers chose to follow their advice her analysis considers the medical discourse of the time the development of free services made available to mothers between 1910 and 1970 and how mothers used these services showing the variety of social actors involved in this process doctors nurses women s groups members of the clergy private enterprise the state and the mothers themselves this study delineates the alliances and the conflicts that arose between them in a complex phenomenon that profoundly changed the nature of childbearing in quebec un québec en mal d enfants la médicalisation de la maternité 1910 1970 was awarded the clio québec prize the lionel groulx yves saint germain prize and the jean charles falardeau prize this translation by w donald wilson brings this important book to a new readership

Bibliotheca Heberiana Catalogue of the Library of the Late Richard Heber, Esq 1834 in the divine demonic seven and the place of demons in mesopotamia gina konstantopoulos analyses the sebettu a group of seven divine demonic figures found across a wide range of mesopotamian textual and artistic sources in mesopotamia from the late third to first millennium bce the sebettu appeared both as fierce threatening demons and as divine protective figures these seemingly contradictory qualities worked together as their martial ferocity facilitated their religious and political role when used in royal inscriptions they became fierce warriors attacking the king s enemies retaining that demonic nature this flexibility was not unique to the sebettu and this study thus provides a lens through which to examine the place of demons in mesopotamia as a whole

Bibliotheca Heberiana. Catalogue of the Library of the Late Richard Heber, Esq. ... which Will be Sold by Auction by Messrs. Sotheby and Son, at Their House, Wellington-street, Strand, on Thursday, April 10, and Twenty-five Following Days ... 1834 グラビア写真集 新井リマ オフィシャル電子写真集 しなやかなスレンダーボディとぽってりとした唇がセクシーな彼女は 露出度maxのドえろい水着から正統派な学生服もすべて完璧に着こなす
情熱的な夜の行為を思わせる和室での情景は 今まで知り得なかった彼女の表情が見られるはず 新井 リマ あらい りま 2000年10月3日生まれ 兵庫県出身 t157cm b88cm f w56cm h84cm
掲載されているすべてのモデルは撮影当時20歳以上であることを確認済みです

Catalogue of the Library of the Late Richard Heber, Esq.: Part the Third, Removed from His Houses in York-Street and at Pimlico. Which Will be Sold by Auction, by ..., Wellington-Street, Strand, on Monday, ..., and Sixteen Following Days, Sundays Excepted. To be Viewed on Thursday, Friday and Saturday Previous to the Sale 1834 the last century of the exuberantly diverse independence of asia s smaller states before the colonial embrace of 1860 1900 has been dismissed as a doomed period of stagnation and reaction by colonial nationalist and marxist historians alike but the newest writing represented here by 17 leading specialists on the different states of southeast asia and choson korea has discovered in these states an astonishing laboratory of autonomous attempts to grapple with the pressures of


**Between Harmony and Discrimination: Negotiating Religious Identities within Majority-Minority Relationships in Bali and Lombok**

2014-05-22  

Place and orientation are important aspects of human experience. Place evokes geography and culture and conjures up history and myth. Place is not only a particular physical location but an idea, a mental construction that captures and directs the human relationship to the world. The distinguished contributors to this volume invite us to reflect on the significance of places real and imagined in the religious traditions they study and on how places are known, imagined, remembered, and struggled for. Looking at the ways myth and ritual reinforce the Yoruba’s bond to the land or at Australian Aboriginal engagements with the origins of the created world, exploring Hildegard of Bingen’s experience of heaven or myths of the underworld in contemporary American millennialism, listening to oral narratives of divine politics and deserted places of Rajasthan or investigating literal and literary images of the promised land, these essays underscore that place is constructed in the intersection of material conditions, political realities, narrative, and ritual performance.

**Where Theory and Practice Meet**

2016-08-17  

The Saints in Old Norse and Early Modern Icelandic Poetry is a complimentary volume to the Legends of the Saints in Old Norse Icelandic Prose UTP 2013. This volume focuses on Icelandic devotional poetry created during the early modern period.

**Plants and Empire**

2009-06-30  

This 500,000 word reference work provides the most comprehensive general treatment available of the peoples and places of the regions commonly referred to as the ancient Near and Middle East extending from the Aegean coast of Turkey in the west to the Indus River in the east. It contains some 1,500 entries on the kingdoms, countries, cities, and population groups of Anatolia, Cyprus, Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia, and Iran and parts of Central Asia from the Early Bronze Age to the end of the Persian Empire. Five distinguished international scholars have collaborated with the author on the project. Detailed accounts are provided of the Near Eastern peoples and places known to us from historical records. Each of these entries includes specific references to translated passages from the relevant ancient texts. Numerous entries on archaeological sites contain accounts of their history of excavation as well as more detailed descriptions of their chief features and their significance within the commercial, cultural, and political contexts of the regions to which they belonged. The book contains a range of illustrations including twenty maps. It serves as a major, indeed a unique reference source for students as well as established scholars both of the ancient Near Eastern as well as the classical civilizations. It also appeals to more general readers wishing to pursue in depth their interests in these civilizations. There is nothing comparable to it on the market today.

**The Religious Aspects of War in the Ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome**

2016-07-11  

In sharp contrast to today’s disorder was the apparent cohesion and stability of Indonesia during much of the new order period 1965–1998. While Suharto’s authoritarian rule was significant, the regime’s cultural policies also played their part in demonstrating that his regime created order throughout Indonesia not just through coercive means. Ethnic religious and regional sentiments were to be channelled into art which was used to help develop a national Indonesian identity. This theme is explored by this study which focuses on the efforts of a group of young art students based at the Bandung Academy of Performing Arts to revitalize traditional Longer Theater.

**Babies for the Nation**

2009-07-08  

This volume is a tribute to B. Oded’s career and it points to the span of his
research it's thirty contributions deal with a wide range of topics focusing on the assyrian empire as well as on the hebrew bible

**Dante Studies** 1921 in this book mehmet ali ataç argues that the palace reliefs of the neo assyrian empire hold a meaning deeper than simple imperial propaganda

**The Divine/Demonic Seven and the Place of Demons in Mesopotamia** 2023-06-12

**Rima 新井リマ【グラビア写真集】** 2021-12-24

**The Last Stand of Asian Autonomies** 1997-09-12


**Experiences of Place** 2003

**The Saints in Old Norse and early Modern Icelandic Poetry** 2017-01-01

**The Routledge Handbook of the Peoples and Places of Ancient Western Asia** 2009-09-10

**Performing the Nation** 2003

**Homeland and Exile** 2009-10-23

**The Mythology of Kingship in Neo-Assyrian Art** 2010-02-08
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